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Abstract

Modern state-of-the-art deep learning (DL) applications tend to scale out to a large number of parallel GPUs. Unfortunately, we observe that the collective communication overhead across GPUs is often the key limiting factor of performance for distributed DL. It under-utilizes the networking bandwidth by frequent transfers of small data chunks, which also incurs a substantial I/O overhead on GPU that interferes with computation on GPU. The root cause lies in the inefficiency of CPU-based communication event handling as well as the inability to control the GPU’s internal DMA engine with GPU threads.

To address the problem, we propose a GPU-driven code execution system that leverages a GPU-controlled hardware DMA engine for I/O offloading. Our custom DMA engine pipelines multiple DMA requests to support efficient small data transfer while it eliminates the I/O overhead on GPU cores. Unlike existing GPU DMA engines initiated only by CPU, we let GPU threads directly control DMA operations, which leads to a highly efficient system where GPUs drive their own execution flow and handle communication events autonomously without CPU intervention. Our prototype DMA engine achieves a line-rate from a message size as small as 8KB (3.9x better throughput) with only 4.3µs of communication latency (9.1x faster) while it incurs little interference with computation on GPU, achieving 1.8x higher all-reduce throughput in a real training workload.

1 Introduction

Modern machine learning (ML) applications tend to harness an increasingly larger number of accelerators (especially GPUs in this work) \cite{19, 26}. State-of-the-art deep learning (DL) algorithms often need to scale out to thousands of GPUs for higher throughput and accuracy \cite{26}. Unfortunately, this poses a substantial communication overhead to the entire system, which harms GPU utilization by delaying or interfering with numeric computation.
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core across machines by allowing GPU threads to communicate directly with remote GPUs without any external control signals, which ends up achieving low-latency communication. At the same time, to avoid the I/O overhead on GPU, we design a GPU-controlled DMA engine. Specifically, our custom DMA engine is directly initiated by GPU threads, which avoids the heavy MMIO without CPU intervention.

Our evaluation shows that our DMA engine prototype is especially beneficial for small messages, achieving a high communication throughput (3.87x over cudaMemcpy with 8KB messages) at low latency (9.1x faster over CPU intervention). Furthermore, it does not interfere with computation on GPU, which delivers both computation and communication throughput gains over using MMIO-based libraries [5,32] (1.8x faster all-to-all in BERT-Large [10] training, see Section 5.3).

To realize the GPU-driven system, we also present an efficient scheduler of autonomous execution on GPU. Our key observation is that online dynamic scheduling is unnecessary as DL workloads are typically deterministic at runtime. Instead, we present the virtual Cooperative Thread Array (vCTA) framework that abstracts offline GPU scheduling. Offline scheduling allows eliminating the runtime scheduling overhead at the back-end, while reusing the existing front-end interface and GPU kernel implementations.

ARK supports efficient and flexible parallel execution models for data-, tensor-, and pipeline-parallelisms. Our evaluation demonstrates that ARK delivers substantial performance gains both in training and inference, achieving 2.5x and 3.6x throughput improvement, respectively.

2 Background & Motivation

This section explains existing inter-GPU communication technologies and their limitations.

2.1 Small Data Transfer in Distributed DL

Collective communication consists of several communication primitives that concurrently exchange the data across multiple GPUs, which is widely adopted to implement various parallelism methods in distributed DL. Popular use cases include all-reduce for data-parallelism, split-and-gather for tensor-parallelism [22,40], and all-to-all for expert-parallelism [11]. As the number of employed GPUs gets larger, the size of unit data transfer in collective communication becomes smaller as it splits the local data into multiple pieces to be delivered to different GPUs. This small transfer size makes the overall performance of collective communication highly dependent on the control plane overhead before and after each data transfer. Unfortunately, we observe that the control plane overhead either with CPU-controlled or even GPU-controlled communication is pretty substantial (See Section 2.2 and Section 2.3). Also, existing workarounds (e.g., tensor fusion [39]) that batch a large amount of data to avoid small transfers would not completely address the problem as they trade off computational throughput by intentionally delaying data transfer.

2.2 External Execution Control Overhead

Existing GPU program execution heavily relies on an external processor (i.e., CPU) to submit GPU commands for kernel execution or data transfer. Unfortunately, this model often incurs a large overhead due to the delay for command delivery from the host side to GPU hardware queue (i.e., stream). One can use the conventional GPU event interface (i.e., cudaEvent) to hide the delay, but it would also suffer from substantial delay for event handling. When adopted to inter-GPU communication, which we call CPU-controlled communication (in contrast to GPU-controlled communication by NCCL [32]), we observe that event handling becomes the primary cause for large communication delay beyond the data transfer itself.

We consider a common communication scenario where two GPUs have a data dependency – one GPU receives computation results of another GPU to feed them as input to its own computation. In every data transfer, event handling is needed to check the dependency between the copy and the GPU commands around the copy operation, which reduces the actual data rate between GPUs. Figure 1 compares the ideal inter-GPU data rate (cudaMemcpy throughput) with the actual data rate in TensorFlow’s CPU-controlled communication, which is still used along with NCCL especially for model-parallelism implementations. We see that the event handling overhead with cudaMemcpy drastically lowers the data rate both in the PCIe and NVLink interfaces. We explain two implementations when GPU A sends data to GPU B.

2.2.1 Runtime Intervention for the Control

CPU can serve as an intermediary to deliver an event between two communicating GPUs. In fact, if GPUs are located in different NUMA nodes or on different machines, the runtime intervention by CPU is required for communication. Also, some frameworks like TensorFlow implement a generic interface that always uses CPU for GPU event handling regardless of the placement. Figure 2 illustrates the event handling overhead due to CPU intervention when GPU A sends its data to
GPU B that plans to run the next command with the data. We notice three places for the overhead. First, it is inefficient for a CPU thread to poll GPU events because the event interface disallows the CPU thread to monitor multiple events at the same time. While it takes only \(\sim 3\mu s\) for a dedicated busy-waiting CPU thread to be notified of a triggered GPU event,\(^2\) this approach does not scale when an application has to run many parallel tasks, which will run many polling threads. Instead, the event polling loop of TensorFlow uses only one CPU thread, which incurs a \(\sim 58.3\mu s\) of polling gap on average (see Table 1). Second, it takes time to wake up the CPU thread that invokes the callback function of the triggered event. In TensorFlow, it takes \(\sim 58.7\mu s\) for the callback thread to acquire the mutex lock from when it is released by the polling thread. This delay could be reduced to as low as \(\sim 5\mu s\) if both threads are running on the same CPU core, but co-locating the threads or even merging them into a single one would increase the event polling interval as well as the overall processing time. Lastly, it is inefficient for the callback thread to deliver the computation command to GPU B. Delivering the event signal to GPU B would take only \(\sim 2\sim 3\mu s\) if implemented efficiently,\(^3\) but we need to deliver the callback command binary as well. We can avoid the extra delay if we deliver the GPU command in advance and trigger it later on the CPU side, but this is not supported by commodity GPU.

### 2.2.2 Asynchronous Control

If the GPUs are under the same NUMA node, CPU can reserve a GPU event to be triggered asynchronously so that GPUs can directly communicate with each other when the event occurs. In this case, one can deliver the callback command to GPU B before the actual event and use the conventional GPU event interface (i.e. `cudaEvent` or a higher-level wrapper such as CUDA Graphs [27]) to trigger the callback command on GPU B with GPU A’s event. Ideally, this should take as short as sending a single bit from GPU A to GPU B. However, we find that triggering a GPU event (\(\sim 4\mu s\)) and waking up a dependent GPU command (\(10\sim 20\mu s\)) are disappointingly slow – it ends up taking as much as sending the command binary to the GPU at runtime. We suspect that this is due to inefficient hardware implementation on GPU for event handling. In TensorFlow, this overhead contributes to the delay for initiating a transfer that depends on GPU computation as shown in Table 1.

### 2.3 I/O Overhead of GPU-side Control

Since CPU intervention incurs a large overhead, how about managing the communication with GPU itself? NCCL [32]\(^4\) leverages `GPUDirect` [31] to enable this approach, which exposes the GPU memory space for peer-to-peer access so that GPU threads can read/write data to/from another GPU.\(^5\) As GPU threads can directly invoke data copy, they can handle communication events efficiently without the involvement of CPU. Since commodity GPU hardware disallows GPU threads to initiate its own DMA engine, GPU-controlled communication leverages MMIO, which will implicitly conduct DMA when GPU threads write data on the mapping. Figure 3 compares CPU-controlled and GPU-controlled communication. The former one (Figure 3a) takes the following steps: ① CPU is notified when the data is ready, ② CPU initiates the DMA engine, and ③ DMA copies the data. On the other hand, GPU-controlled communication with MMIO (Figure 3b) follows ① CPU creates a memory map (mmap) of the destination GPU’s address space prior to runtime execution, ② the data is ready at runtime, and ③ GPU threads copy the data into the mmap, which implicitly conducts DMA copy.

Unfortunately, data copying by GPU threads often heavily interferes with parallel kernel computation, especially due to L2 cache pollution and warp scheduler operations. Specifically, a data-copy GPU thread needs to load the data onto its register file for data transfer, but this pollutes the L2 cache as one cannot bypass the L2 cache when reading from DRAM on commodity GPU [34]. It leads to severe performance degradation over initiating DMA directly, as the latter copies the data on DRAM directly to the I/O bus (PCle or NVLink). Additionally, the copying threads frequently issue ‘load/store’

---

\(^2\)Please refer to the experiment setup in Section 5.

\(^3\)This is roughly estimated based on that it takes \(\sim 2\mu s\) for a GPU thread to read a 4-byte data on the host DRAM and it takes \(\sim 3\mu s\) for a busy-waiting CPU to read a GPU event.

\(^4\)Equally applied to RCCL [5] on AMD GPU as well. For convenience, we borrow the terms from CUDA or NVIDIA GPUs, which can be easily converted into corresponding terms in OpenCL or AMD GPUs.

\(^5\)CPU-controlled communication also leverages GPUDirect for efficient cudaMemcpy between peer GPUs without crossing the root complex, but its execution path is different from that of GPU-controlled communication.

---

Table 1: Breakdown of the constant overhead of inter-GPU data transfer using TensorFlow in Figure 1.
instructions that drive warp schedulers busy, which makes other threads for parallel computation yield their clock cycles. Although the affected computation threads are limited to those that co-run warp schedulers with data-copy threads, they delay the entire kernel by falling behind the other threads.

To analyze the impact of the contention, we measure the slowdown of two different GPU kernels that heavily access only a specific type of GPU resources each: L2 cache (1.96 TBps read) and warp schedulers (2.02 IPC),\(^6\) respectively (all numbers measured on a V100 GPU), while running concurrently with NCCL (v2.11.4) 64 MB all-gather\(^7\) kernels using 8x V100 GPUs. We leverage NVIDIA Visual Profiler (NVVP) and Nsight Compute to verify that (1) the L2 cache kernel shows near-zero DRAM access and L1 data cache hit rate and (2) the warp schedulers kernel shows near-zero L2 cache/DRAM throughput. We have also verified the concurrency of computation and all-gather kernels and no other CPU/GPU activities during the experiment. In this experiment, the slowdowns due to L2 cache and warp schedulers contention are up to 2.4x and 2.0x, respectively, where it slows down either the computation or the concurrent NCCL communication (when one side is degraded less, the other side tends to be impacted more). This result shows that heavy contention could arise depending on the GPU resource usage of concurrent computation kernels.

We run a microbenchmark to evaluate the contention of NCCL all-reduce during data-parallel training of a BERT-Large [10] model. This model performs 32 MB of all-reduce at a time, which issues 4 MB data transfer in parallel with eight GPU workers. On a server with 8x V100 GPUs (connected with a single PCIe switch (16x PCIe v3)), the parallel computation throughput drops by 45.0% while all-reduce achieves only 5.0 Gbps on average, degraded to 53.6% of the peak throughput without the interference. On a server with 8x A100 GPUs (connected with an NVSwitch (NVLink v3)), the slowdown of all-reduce is even worse – the parallel computation throughput drops by 14.3% while the NCCL all-reduce achieves only 30.9% of the peak throughput (49.0 Gbps).

\(^6\)Heavy usage of warp schedulers means frequent instruction fetches, i.e. large instructions per cycle (IPC), > 99.2% of instructions are FFMA.

\(^7\)We use all-gather as it only performs communication without any extra computation such as reduction in all-reduce.

### 3 ARK Framework Design

In this section, we present the design of ARK, our approach with the GPU-driven code execution that avoids the communication overhead on GPU without CPU intervention.

#### 3.1 GPU-controlled DMA Engine

We claim that a GPU-controlled DMA engine (Figure 3c) can eliminate the communication overhead, which in turn serves as the basis of our GPU-driven system. The GPU-controlled DMA engine enables a GPU thread to directly initiate DMA operations when the data is ready (1), which will immediately push the data into the I/O bus without wasting GPU cycles (2). We leverage existing GPU Direct techniques to expose the GPU’s physical address space to our DMA engine.

While GPU-controlled DMA would deliver low-latency communication without the MMIO overhead, it is non-trivial to realize this feature. In fact, an ideal implementation would be to modify the existing DMA engine on GPU to support GPU-controlled DMA, but it is infeasible as we cannot update the GPU hardware. Instead, we consider employing an external device as illustrated in Figure 3c at the cost of extra communication latency from GPU threads.

Despite of performance benefits, adopting new hardware for GPU-controlled DMA engine might be costly in many existing systems. To provide an interim solution, we pursue a general DMA engine design that can be implemented as either software or hardware on any hardware platforms (e.g., CPU, GPU, SmartNIC, FPGA, etc.) or I/O bus types (PCIe, NVLink [33], or Infinity Fabric Link (xGMI) [3]). Regardless of the platform, all implementations need to share the same runtime interface for GPU kernels. Also, the DMA interface should support low latency and flexibility while meeting the different requirements of software and hardware engines.

In this paper, we present both a software implementation and a hardware prototype of GPU-controlled DMA engine. Our software engine works over any existing systems without additional hardware as it leverages host CPU cores – busy-waiting CPU threads read DMA requests from GPU and initiate DMA accordingly. This design is aligned with the principle of GPU-driven system as GPU threads directly initiate the data transfer, while CPU threads only mechanically initiate...
data copies without any GPU event handling or GPU resource consumption. Our hardware engine prototype is implemented on FPGA, which we present to show the potential benefit of hardware deployment over the software engine. We explain the details of DMA engine implementations in Section 4.1.

### 3.2 Loop Kernel & Virtual CTA

GPU-controlled DMA engines would be easily adopted by existing systems, e.g., NCCL can replace its MMIO with initiating our DMA engines. However, existing systems would not fully exploit the benefit of GPU-controlled communication as the communication APIs are launched by CPU – the CPU intervention barrier still remains between computation and communication.

To remove this barrier, we propose a GPU-driven code execution system that runs an entire DL application in a single kernel, called a loop kernel. Our key observation is that online dynamic scheduling is unnecessary as DL workloads are typically deterministic at runtime. Instead of dynamically launching GPU kernels with CPU at runtime, our GPU-driven system automatically merges all kernels into a loop kernel (one for each GPU) at compile time and launches it only once at application start. Then, the loop kernel runs continuously during the entire lifetime of the application. A loop kernel is generated by our code generator that reads an operational graph of a DL application and automatically assembles corresponding code snippets of GPU operators to build loop kernel code. We call this code generation as offline scheduling as all GPU operators are statically distributed across GPU cores, or Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs), by the code. Offline scheduling lets GPUs efficiently control the application, which would minimize the event handling overhead for inter-GPU communication. We discuss several technical details of the loop kernel in Section 4.2.

Figure 4 shows that the loop kernel design deviates from the conventional framework for declaring, scheduling, and executing GPU tasks. In both CPU- and GPU-driven systems, a GPU operator is commonly defined as a set of multiple unit operators that each computes a part of the entire output in the SIMD manner. Meanwhile, both systems declare the operator differently in the GPU code. The CPU-driven system declares each unit operator as a Cooperative Thread Array (CTA)\(^8\) and the entire operator as a separate kernel, which requires launching multiple kernels for multiple operators. In contrast, our GPU-driven system disallows multiple kernels as it executes all operators in the single loop kernel. Instead, it exploits intermediate declaration of unit operators that are scheduled as part of the CTAs of the loop kernel, which we call virtual CTAs (vCTAs).

vCTA provides the key abstraction for offline scheduling in ARK, which enables software-defined SM scheduling. A vCTA declares the code for a unit operator that is affinitized to a specific SM inside the loop kernel. While a GPU-driven system relies on the non-programmable hardware scheduler that distributes the CTA across SMs at kernel launch (\(1\) in Figure 4), a GPU-driven system implements a custom logic that distributes vCTAs across CTAs (\(2\) in Figure 4). By launching one CTA per SM that assigns each CTA to use the entire resources of an SM, ARK can control the SM-affinity of vCTAs in a programmable manner. This enables fine-grained GPU scheduling, which is useful for the GPU-driven system to implement various computational optimization techniques such as operator fusion [17, 24, 35].

Migration of existing code to ARK is straightforward as ARK can reuse existing GPU kernel implementations with minimal modification: replacing the CTA ID (blockIdx in CUDA), thread ID (threadIdx in CUDA), SM-local memory address (shared memory in CUDA), and synchronization functions (e.g., __syncthreads() in CUDA) into corresponding constants or functions provided by the ARK framework. This modification guarantees the correctness of the framework which we have extensively verified.

As shown in Figure 4, offline scheduling writes a code snippet of each vCTA inside the if-branch of the loop kernel that only a particular CTA (or SM) enters. Since each CTA statically executes specific vCTAs that are planned offline, the GPU actually runs a static while() loop rather than being controlled dynamically – internal busy-polling loops inside vCTAs handle runtime events. For example, in Figure 5b, each of CTA 0 (ctaIdx is 0) and CTA 1 (ctaIdx is 1) are assigned three vCTAs from the operator op_0 and two vCTAs from the operator op_1. Each CTA uses 256 threads, and vCTAs from op_0 are executed sequentially by thread 0-127, while tasks from op_1 are executed by thread 128-255 (which im-

\(^8\)CTA is conceptually and functionally the same as a thread block in CUDA or a workgroup in OpenCL.
__device__ void op_0(int vcta_id) {
    Add(...); &BUF[1024], &BUF[9728], &BUF[1024], vcta_id);
}
__device__ void op_1(int vcta_id) {
    Matmul(...);
    &BUF[11776], &BUF[9728], &BUF[16384], vcta_id);
}

(a) Operators.

__global__ void loop_kernel(volatile int *iter) {

    // Wait until iteration is requested by the host.
    if (threadId == 0) {
        *iter = 0;
    }
    __syncthreads();
    // Run iterations.
    for (int i = 0; i < *iter; ++i) {
        if (ctaid == 0) {
            // Inform the host that iterations are done.
            if (threadId == 0) {*iter = 0; } ...
        }
    }
}

(b) Loop kernel.

Figure 5: Example of auto-generated code by the ARK scheduler. Note that the code is simplified for readability.

implies that each vCTA is implemented to use 128 co-working threads. Each vCTA is declared by passing a certain vCTA ID to a GPU function that defines an operator like in Figure 5a. The kernel code library of ARK provides the implementation of common operators (Add or Matmul in the figure) that take the addresses of data chunks and a vCTA ID as runtime arguments. The framework assigns proper offsets to the global GPU buffer (BUF) for each data chunk, and the vCTA ID locates a specific part of the chunk that the vCTA deals with.

3.3 Offline Scheduler

Figure 6 shows the scheduling workflow in ARK. Overall, it reads the DAG of a DL model and generates the corresponding loop kernel code. The ARK scheduler is composed of a high-level scheduler and a profiling module. The high-level scheduler implements operator fusion with profiling results fed by the module. In the initial phase, it builds an OpGraph that spots all operators and their dependencies in the model, and generates the code to profile all types of vCTAs that are needed. Then, the high-level scheduler generates its first scheduling decision with the profiling results. The decision may consist of multiple different candidates that need to be profiled to choose the fastest one, then it iterates the overall process to compare against multiple other candidates, which may require additional profiling. The scheduler finally returns the loop kernel when only a single candidate remains.

Reducing compilations in the profiler. Since the code generator conducts deterministic scheduling with static vCTA-SM affinity, it can accurately estimate the performance (i.e. latency and core resource usage) of every scheduling decision by only profiling the performance of vCTAs, which reduces the compilation for evaluating scheduling strategies. Say there are $n$ parallel operators and each operator has $m$ different implementations of the unit operator (or vCTAs), then up to $O(m^n)$ different kernels should be compiled to find the best fusion decision. Since this number could be unreasonably large, existing works have developed heuristics to focus on only promising candidates [17].

At first glance, this appears to require only $O(nm)$ kernels for vCTA evaluations, but it is more complicated as vCTAs often complete faster when they are run concurrently on the same SM than when executed serially, which we say they have joint efficiency. Joint efficiency arises largely due to two causes: (1) because the L1 cache hit ratio improves as they access the common memory space running on the same SM, (2) because the execution of one vCTA hides the memory access of another (and vice versa) that improves simultaneous utilization of ALUs and LSUs. The first case is often found in the vCTAs from the same operator, while the second case is prevalent in most vCTAs, i.e., almost all vCTAs have the joint efficiency with each other.

Considering the joint efficiency, in general, we need to measure the latency when different types of vCTAs co-run on the same SM, which requires one kernel compilation for each. Say up to $k$ vCTAs can run simultaneously in one SM, then the complexity of the number of compilations is $\sum_{k=1}^{n} \binom{n}{k} m^k = O(n^k m^k)$. In practice, this is much smaller than $O(m^n)$ because $k$ is typically a small constant $\leq 4$ due to the limitation of SM resources (number of maximum threads, bytes of shared memory, and # of registers).

SM load balancing in the code generator. The code generator automatically maximizes the SM utilization of the loop kernel by distributing parallel vCTAs across SMs to balance their workload. Unfortunately, finding the optimal load balancing is an NP-hard problem due to the joint efficiency. A brute-force searching would take unreasonably long due to the large number of vCTAs to schedule simultaneously.

To tackle this issue, we implement a heuristic load balanc-

\footnote{Other arguments such as input data sizes can be fixed during compilation by passing as template arguments, which we omit here.}
We first present our DMA engine interface, and then introduce weight is the latency of running the vCTA on an SM, and the weights of cut edges. We represent the SM load balancing This section describes technical details of ARK. The vCTA-based scheduling takes a whitebox approach that assumes all operators to be open-sourced, thus ARK cannot schedule close-sourced binaries such as cuDNN [28] (similar to Rammer [24]). Also, the offline scheduler of ARK only supports static computational graphs, which is less flexible comparing to e.g. PyTorch’s dynamic graph [13]. However, such a limitation is commonly found in many popular frameworks including TensorRT [35] and ONNX Runtime [25].

4 Implementation

This section describes technical details of ARK.

4.1 DMA Engine Implementations

We first present our DMA engine interface, and then introduce our software and hardware DMA engines.

4.1.1 Interface

The key consideration of our interface design is ensuring high communication performance while keeping the interface consistent across software and hardware platforms. One key issue lies in the design of a DMA request message from GPU, which we call a send request (SR), as it has significant impact on the performance and the implementation complexity. In terms of hardware, receiving a large SR whose size exceeds the data bus width (64 bits in modern 64-bit processors) will take multiple cycles, which would require SR buffer management, reassembly of segmented SRs, and handling dropped SRs (caused by SR buffer overflow). Implementing them on hardware would significantly complicate the logic and increase the spatial cost. As implementing them on hardware would significantly complicate the logic and increase the spatial cost, we share an 8-byte SR design for both software and hardware engines. While it is challenging to hold the metadata of a general memory copy (two addresses and a copy length) within 8 bytes, we address this by adopting a small number of send/recv buffers, which reduces the address space by replacing general 8-byte addresses with a few bits of buffer indices. This is feasible thanks to the static nature of collective communication where the communicating entities are fixed – it enables offline pre-scheduling of data transfers so that receivers know which data arrives at which buffer without any additional metadata received at runtime. Meanwhile, the DMA requests on different buffers are pipelined for low latency and high throughput.

In terms of software, keeping an SR buffer would be more efficient as it would otherwise require extra control to prevent overwriting a previous SR. That is, unlike a hardware implementation where a fully received SR can immediately trigger the internal DMA pipeline at every cycle, a software thread could overwrite an unread SR unless the sender (GPU) coordinates with the receiver (the DMA stack) prior to sending a new SR. Unfortunately, such coordination would incur an extra delay as the GPU needs to read a remote flag on the DMA stack before sending an SR. We address this issue by maintaining a specialized ring buffer for SR, where the GPU checks only a local replica of the buffer head before sending an SR, and the replica is asynchronously updated by the DMA stack. This removes the coordination delay from the critical path of communication while providing a consistent SR interface for both software and hardware engines.

4.1.2 Software Engine

Our software engine harnesses CPU as the data plane while GPU serves as the control plane. We implement a CPU thread that busy-waits for SRs and invokes cudaMemcpy or RDMA writes accordingly, i.e., it leverages the existing hardware DMA engine on the sender GPU. Note that this is different from CPU-controlled communication as we use CPU only for data plane operations while the control plane (event handling) is managed by GPU threads. For high throughput, the busy-waiting loop drains all SRs in the ring buffer and invoke copy once for sending on a continuous memory space. Also, instead of slow cudaMemcpy, we use MMIO for the CPU-GPU communication that delivers SR, SC (Send Completion), and RC (Receive Completion) signals, which takes only 2−3µs.

Alternatively, the software engine can perform MMIO with CPU threads instead of initiating the hardware DMA engine, which can reduce the cudaMemcpy overhead (i.e., sending a copy request from CPU to the DMA engine on GPU). However, this approach fails to achieve the line rate in most host
CPU architectures due to their poor throughput of crossing the PCIe root complex [41,44]. This issue might be resolved in the future CPU architectures or by leveraging ARM cores on SmartNICs [4], which is left as our future work.

4.1.3 Hardware Engine

We implement a custom hardware with FPGA for DMA operations, which delivers two benefits over our software engine prototype. First, our hardware engine avoids the extra communication delay incurred by the overhead of cudaMemcpy as it performs DMA directly. Second, unlike existing hardware DMA engines on GPU, our custom hardware implements pipelining of multiple parallel DMA operations. This helps achieve a high data rate even for sending small data chunks. Table 2 shows resource usage of our implementation on an Intel Arria 10 FPGA.

Note that our FPGA prototype is limited to support the communication between only two GPUs and it does not support NVLink as there is no programmable hardware (or an off-the-shelf device) that can connect to NVLink. Instead, we consider it as a proof-of-concept that demonstrates the ideal benefit rather than a practical device that can be deployed on a large scale. A more practical implementation would be realized by future advances in CPU, GPU, or SmartNICs.

Figure 7 shows the hardware structure of inter-GPU communication stack on the FPGA. Unlike the existing GPU DMA engine, our DMA stack is designed to pipeline multiple DMA requests with different SIDs to be handled simultaneously. This is implemented by splitting a long-length request into multiple short-length sub-requests, which prevents head-of-line blocking and improves the PCIe throughput when GPU sends multiple different data at the same time. We explain how each request is processed by the sender- and the receiver-side stacks, respectively.

**Sender side.** When the sender stack receives an SR, the Fetch Block reads the decoded SR and retrieves the requested SID, which is translated into the physical source GPU address by looking up the SID Table (1). Using the address, the Fetch Ctrl fetches one sub-request at a time and it may fetch multiple times if the copy length is long. Each sub-request reads the corresponding source data from the GPU and stores it in a FIFO buffer of the Fetch Ctrl (2). When the source data is fully read from the GPU, the stored data and the sub-request are forwarded to the receiver stack through FPGA Internal Transfer Path (ITP). (3). After processing all sub-requests out of an SR, the Fetch Ctrl gives an SC flag to the Send Arbiter, which will be written on the GPU-side SC flag. (4).

**Receiver side.** The receiver stack receives the sub-request from the sender stack and stores the data into a FIFO buffer of the Send Ctrl (5). At the same time, the SID information in the sub-request is translated into the physical destination GPU address (6). The Send Ctrl sends the data to the destination address, and when it is done, the Send Composer sends an RC flag to the Send Arbiter, which will be written on the GPU-side RC flag (7, 8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module Name</th>
<th>ALMs</th>
<th>BRAM Blocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FPGA Stack</td>
<td>14253</td>
<td>3.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIe</td>
<td>1364</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>188</td>
<td>6.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Resource usage of a single DMA stack.

This section explains several details of optimizing the loop kernel performance in ARK.

**Per-thread register optimization.** GPU kernels often fine-tune the number of concurrent threads per SM by evaluating the trade-off between running more threads (gain more parallelism) vs. running fewer threads with more registers per each (gain more computational throughput per thread). So, the loop kernel also needs to tune it. The ARK scheduler generates multiple versions of the loop kernel with a different number of per-thread registers and picks the best-performing one. Actually, in NVIDIA GPUs, only 32, 64, 128, and 256 are available candidates due to hardware limitation.

**Dependency on GPU Architecture.** Section 3.2 explains that ARK launches one CTA per SM, but it may launch two or more CTAs per SM depending on the GPU architecture. This is because one CTA may be limited to utilize the entire resources of an SM in some architecture. In such cases, we need to launch two CTAs per SM to use the entire SM resources. The ARK scheduler automatically analyzes the resource requirement of the loop kernel and determines the number of CTAs per SM accordingly.

**Program size.** We reduce the program size of a loop kernel by coalescing multiple identical unit operators, e.g., if
a model consists of many convolution operators, only several unique implementations of convolution will be actually defined, which are shared across all operators. Thus, the program size depends only weakly on the number of operators in the model. Instead, it is subject to the aggregate size of operator implementations, which is very limited – e.g., cuBLAS provides only \(~10\) instances of a matrix-multiplication implementation on a single GPU architecture, while a loop kernel can accommodate over \(5000\) instances. This should cover an arbitrary DL program as the size of the matrix-multiplication implementation is one of the largest among the popular operators in DL.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate ARK by comparing it with existing DL frameworks largely in three different aspects. First, the fast inter-GPU communication of ARK contributes to higher end-to-end throughput and lower latency of DL applications. Second, the benefits on communication are obtained without losing the computational throughput of GPU. Third, ARK has flexibility to support various parallelism strategies including data-, tensor-, and pipeline-parallelism.

5.1 Experiment Setup

Software Engine. For experiments that use the software DMA engine, unless specified differently, we use two Intel Xeon Gold 6240R CPUs (48 lcores each, \(2.40\) GHz) and eight NVIDIA V100 GPUs. We have two NUMA nodes in the machine but only a single NUMA node hosts all GPUs, i.e. node 0 connects two PCIe v3 switches to its PCIe root complex and each switch is directly connected to 4 GPUs. For multi-node experiments, we use four Azure NDv4 SKUs [7] with \(32\)x NVIDIA A100 GPUs in aggregate (\(8\) per node), where each GPU has dedicated \(200\) Gbps NVIDIA Mellanox HDR InfiniBand connection.

Hardware Engine. For experiments that use the hardware DMA engine, we use an Intel Xeon Gold 5118 CPU (24 lcores, \(2.30\) GHz), two NVIDIA V100 GPUs, and an Intel Arria 10 FPGA. Both GPUs and the FPGA are behind the same PCIe v3 switch. We use the hardware engine only for experiments in Section 5.2 and Section 5.5.

5.2 DMA Engine Performance

Figure 8 compares the performance of communication between two GPUs with our DMA engines (G-Drv-S and G-Drv-H) over a CPU-controlled communication baseline (C-Drv). C-Drv is our own minimal implementation of a typical CPU-driven system, but unlike TensorFlow, C-Drv leverages asynchronous control using \texttt{cudaEvent} when the event is used only by GPUs, which further reduces CPU-GPU synchronizations to accelerate inter-GPU communication.

We measure the throughput by sending many parallel messages at the same time and reporting the maximum throughput achieved with varying message sizes. For latency measurements, we implement a ping-pong application and report one-way latency – unlike throughput measurements, this includes communication event handling delays. This experiment assumes a favorable scenario for the CPU-controlled baseline where we can adopt the asynchronous control (explained in Section 2.2.2). In this scenario, a one-way trip requires triggering only two GPU events and two stream synchronizations.

In the left graph of Figure 8, our software engine (G-Drv-S) shows the same throughput as that of C-Drv, since both use \texttt{cudaMemcpy} for the data-plane. In contrast, our hardware engine (G-Drv-H) shows huge throughput improvement, saturating the bandwidth with only \(8\) KB messages while G-Drv-S needs \(4\) MB messages for saturation. This is because the hardware DMA engine pipelines processing multiple DMA requests while \texttt{cudaMemcpy} cannot. This improvement would be especially beneficial when GPU sends multiple messages to different destinations at the same time, e.g., all-to-all communication for expert-parallelism, which is popular for scaling out state-of-the-art Transformer-based models [11].

We note that the maximum achieved throughput of G-Drv-H is \(3.68\%\) lower than G-Drv-S. This is because an external DMA stack needs to send both read and write requests to sender and receiver GPUs, respectively, while the native DMA engine on the sender GPU needs to send only write requests. However, as the gap is small, it would not affect the end-to-end application performance much.

The right graph of Figure 8 shows that the one-way latency of C-Drv is at least \(~39\)\,\textmu s on average. In contrast, G-Drv-S and G-Drv-H achieve \(3.5x\) and \(9.1x\) better latency, respectively. This is because our DMA engines handle the communication events directly in GPU threads while C-Drv relies on the \texttt{cudaEvent} interface that suffers from large overhead to trigger the events and synchronize streams. This improvement would be especially beneficial when GPUs perform split-and-gather of intermediate results to distribute the workload, as in tensor-parallelism [22, 26]. One thing to note about our DMA engine is that the benefit is obtained with little GPU cycle consumption. We evaluate this in the following section.

Figure 8: Performance comparison between the CPU-controlled communication (C-Drv) and the GPU-controlled DMA engines (G-Drv-S (software) and G-Drv-H (hardware)) over PCIe v3.
5.3 Avoiding Communication Interference

To compare the interference between computation and communication of using NCCL against using our DMA engine, we evaluate data-parallel training throughput of ARK by training representative NLP models.

**Baselines.** PT-TRT accelerates PyTorch [12] by adopting TensorRT [35], which does not scale out to multiple machines. Megatron-LM [26] is a PyTorch-based framework that supports large-scale training of NLP models but we use only for single-node experiments here. SuperBench [42] provides formal DL benchmarks for system performance evaluation also based on PyTorch, which we use for multi-node experiments. All baselines leverage NCCL [32] for communication.

**Single Node.** Single-node experiments train BERT-Large [10] model using up to 8x V100 GPUs as shown in Figure 9. The figure shows that ARK outperforms Megatron-LM and PT-TRT respectively by 2.46x and 2.12x with 8 GPUs. We find two reasons for the speedup.

First, NCCL adversely affects the computational throughput during back-propagation while ARK does not as it leverages DMA instead of employing GPU threads for data copy. Specifically, 64.5% of the end-to-end gap between ARK and PT-TRT with 8 GPUs is obtained as NCCL operations slow down due to the interference of MMIO with back-propagation communication, showing only 5.0 GBps of all-reduce throughput. We find that NCCL kernels result in 45.0% of slowdown of the overall back-propagation computation, an increase from 107.63 ms to 156.02 ms. On the other hand, our DMA engine suffers near-zero interference by initiating DMA directly instead of using MMIO, achieving 9.10 GBps of all-reduce throughput (1.82x faster).

Second, ARK performs more efficient computation on GPU. For example, for about 37.8% of the computation time of PT-TRT, it executes 1.2 thousands of memory-intensive kernels per iteration, such as element-wise arithmetic or intra-GPU data movement. Running these operators as separate kernels would be inefficient because it would incur unnecessary kernel launches and intra-GPU synchronizations. ARK largely reduces such overhead as it schedules all operators in a single loop kernel, similar as operator fusion [17, 24, 35].

**Multiple Nodes.** Multi-node experiments train the GPT-2 [36] model using up to 32x A100 GPUs as shown in Figure 10. All results use only InfiniBand for communication (no NVLink) and use the ring reduction algorithm. The figure shows that ARK outperforms SuperBench by 1.77x with 32 GPUs. Furthermore, while per-iteration latency of SuperBench is consistently increasing, the increment in ARK is only marginal. This shows the efficiency of our communication stack over NCCL, which minimizes the interference between communication and computation. We also find a big computational benefit of ARK even without communication (when using a single GPU), which is further explained in the following section.

5.4 Offline Scheduling Evaluation

This section shows that the offline scheduler of ARK can generate comparable or even better GPU kernels comparing with existing DL optimization techniques. Rather than claiming state-of-the-art performance in DL optimization, we intend to show that the communication gain of our GPU-driven system does not come up with any computational performance drop.

We compare the inference performance of popular DL models over different frameworks using a single GPU. The DL models include image classification (ResNet-50 [14] and GoogLeNet [43]), object detection (SSD [23]), and NLP (BERT-Large [10]) models. TensorFlow (TF) is the primary comparison target of ARK because it supports flexible parallelism for DL applications like ARK. We also compare with TensorFlow-XLA (TF-XLA) [1] that implements automatic operator fusion in the TF back-end, but it is not always beneficial to the performance because the fused kernel might perform worse than using vendor-provided kernels (e.g. cuDNN) without fusion. Rammer [24] and TensorRT implement optimized operator fusion that often outperforms TF or TF-XLA, but they support only limited parallelism. For example, TensorRT supports only intra-node data-parallelism by adopting it to accelerate other frameworks like TF and PyTorch, as TensorRT itself does not support distributed execution. Nimble [20] presents careful asynchronous control (or ahead-of-time scheduling) of GPU kernels to reduce runtime.
overhead of kernel launch and GPU events. As explained in Section 2.2.2, however, asynchronous control is limited to tackle the communication overhead. Nimble also works only on a single GPU at the moment.

Figure 11 shows that ARK achieves faster single-GPU inference against existing frameworks in most cases. For instance, ARK shows 1.11x–3.56x lower latency than TensorRT, except the case of ResNet-50 with batch size 8 that is ~9.90% worse than TensorRT. This is because our matrix multiplication kernel is slower than the cuDNN [28] kernel used in TensorRT in this case (note that we implement convolution via matrix multiplication). ARK currently does not implement vCTAs specialized for large matrix multiplications (one side of the unit operator’s output is larger than 256 elements), so it is often slower than existing kernels when the model consists of large matrix multiplications.

We note that the gain of ARK is especially large when the model consists of many parallel operators like GoogLeNet or SSD. This is because our high-level scheduler maximizes overall SM utilization by choosing the best vCTA (or unit operator) for each parallel operators. Specifically, when a lightweight operator runs alone in the GPU, we schedule it to use fine-grained vCTAs so that it utilizes more concurrent SMs. In contrast, when the GPU is overloaded due to other co-running operators, we need to use coarse-grained vCTAs to utilize SMs more efficiently. This is because coarse-grained vCTAs work on more input data at the same time and thus have more opportunities to better utilize the parallelism in an SM. As explained in Section 3.3, the optimization to find the best-performing vCTAs is easy in the ARK framework because it accurately estimates the performance with different vCTAs without running all candidates. We note that other frameworks do not provide a similar optimization like this.

Figure 11: Inference latency comparison of popular DL models over different DL frameworks using a single GPU. All experiments use mixed-precision computation.

5.5 Tensor-parallel Inference

This section presents the latency improvement with the tensor-parallel approach called mixture-of-experts (MoE) that efficiently scales up the Transformer [45] architecture, which is commonly used in many popular NLP models [6, 8, 11, 37]. This method is suggested to scale NLP models to one trillion of model parameters [11, 22], but since we do not have enough GPUs to run the entire model, we evaluate the tensor-parallel inference of the model using two GPUs. In real practice, this is replicated to other GPUs to apply pipeline-parallelism (for training or inference) and data-parallelism (only for training) as well at the same time.

Figure 12 illustrates the MoE execution. The message size and the smallest time gap in-between the exchanges depend on the model hyperparameters, and some examples are shown in Table 3. Even though we present only 2-GPU experiments here, the result would be similar to a larger-scale one because MoE is designed to send each message only up to a small constant number (e.g. two in GShard [22]) of selected GPUs, not to all other GPUs.

We evaluate ARK using the hardware engine with three different comparison baselines – TF, TF-XLA, and C-Drv. Note that TensorFlow-accelerated TensorFlow (TF-TRT) does not support model-parallelism, so it is not evaluated here.

Results in Figure 13 shows that ARK outperforms TF and TF-XLA by 1.66x–3.48x and 1.25x–2.31x, respectively. In terms of only the communication latency, ARK reduces it by 3.68x–5.65x and 1.77x–3.31x, respectively. Overall, C-Drv achieves better communication latencies over TF or TF-XLA, but its computation is less efficient because it reuses GPU kernel implementations in ARK but it does not benefit from ARK scheduler optimization. We also find that the GPU-driven communication of ARK delivers a substantial speedup over the CPU-driven communication of C-Drv, as shown in Section 5.2. We note that ARK computation is slower than

Table 3: The message size and the smallest time gap in-between transactions for MoE inference. The input sequence length is 128. Time gaps are measured using the ARK framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Message Size (KB)</th>
<th>Time Gap (us)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT-Large [10]</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-3-3XL [8]</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>187.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5 3B [37]</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>166.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4 [6]</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BERT in GPT-3 XL and T5 3B. This is because our matrix multiplication kernel performs worse than TF-XLA in these cases, as explained in Section 5.4.

5.6 Pipeline-parallel Training

In this section, we train the GPT-3 [8] 6.7B model, which is the largest variation of GPT-3 that can fit the memory of eight V100 GPUs via pipeline-parallel training. The model consists of 32 sequential layers and each GPU trains 4 layers in the sequential order – GPU 0 reads the input data and runs the forward-pass of layer 0~3, and the 16 MB output is passed to GPU 1, and so on. When GPU 7 completes the forward-pass, it moves on to the backward-pass of layer 31~28, and the 16 MB of back-propagating gradient is passed to GPU 6, and so on. We use the mixed-precision computation and set the number of pipeline stages to 5, the batch size of each stage to 1, and the sequence length to 2048. ARK uses the emulated DMA stack in this evaluation.

In this experiment, the training throughputs of TF, TF-XLA, Megatron-LM, and ARK are 0.35, 0.47, 1.69, and 2.38 sequences per second, respectively. ARK outperforms TF, TF-XLA, and Megatron-LM by 6.80x, 5.06x, and 1.40x, respectively. In this case, most of the improvement of ARK comes from the computational efficiency on GPU, as pipeline-parallel training typically overlaps most of the communication delay with the computation time. This evaluation shows that ARK delivers the gain of operator fusion while supporting flexible parallelism for DL.

6 Future Work & Related Work

We expect that hardware advances in near future would enable more efficient implementations. For example, implementing our software DMA engine on SmartNIC would avoid the throughput issue of the PCIe root complex [44] via direct PCIe connection with GPUs (e.g., NVIDIA H100 CNX [9] combines GPU with SmartNIC), which enables efficient MMIO on SmartNIC. NVIDIA has announced their hardware accelerators for inter-GPU communication on SmartNICs (e.g., all-to-all engine on NVIDIA BlueField-3 [29]), which implies that a similar implementation with our hardware engine might be realized in the future. Additionally, host CPU architectures in the future may fix the root complex issue, which will enable our software DMA engine to replace cudaMemcpy with CPU-side MMIO, or even more efficiently, DMA engines on CPU (e.g., Intel I/OAT [15] or AMD PTDMA [21]).

ACE [38] proposes offloading the entire collective communication logic to a hardware accelerator that resides on intra-machine fabric, which cannot be extended to an external network (Ethernet, InfiniBand, etc). Our work differs from ACE as it is generally applicable to any (R)DMA networking and we can reuse most of existing software logic in popular collective communication libraries.

GPUnet [18] presents a network socket API set for GPU threads and leverages CPU intervention to let GPU threads to trigger DMA. This is inefficient as they add a substantial intervention overhead especially for small messages because they do not pipeline processing multiple DMA requests. Its throughput could be suboptimal as it implements a general socket interface on GPU while ARK reduces the overhead by leveraging offline scheduling to remove the metadata to be managed during runtime.

Nimble [20] accelerates DL execution by minimizing runtime scheduling overhead of kernels, but it works only on a single GPU. The proposed methods also cannot help reduce communication event handling overhead as it still relies on the CPU-side control using cudaEvent and multi-stream interfaces. ARK tackles this by letting GPU threads fully control all computation and communication tasks.

7 Conclusion

This paper envisions a GPU-driven code execution system that enables autonomous control of GPU throughout the entire lifetime of DL applications. We present the GPU-controlled DMA engine at the heart of the GPU-driven system that enables GPUs to communicate with each other without any external control. To avoid interference between computation and communication, we design our DMA engine and offline GPU scheduling to consume little GPU resources for communication, so that its high communication performance is delivered without sacrificing computational throughput of GPU. While our software engine already shows benefits over commodity hardware, we also present a proof-of-concept of a hardware engine that shows even higher performance, which indicates that our system performance would be further improved with future advances in commodity hardware such as CPU, GPU, or SmartNIC.
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